Dandelion as the message of "language of flower", passing and spreading their seed to every breath and length of the world, seeking every possibility to seed and grow, passing and growing and the cycle repeats and shaping the better world.

Dandelion symbolizes long lasting youthful joy and inheriting next generation, carrying spirits, from society to communities, from macro to micro scale. From interaction within games to the dimension of knowledge, adult as the teacher, passing the knowledge and warmth to the next generation.

The forms and layout of planter maximizes circulation of flow throughout the site, by estimated size of different user groups bypassing different set, entrance and destination.

The design approach aims to create interactive playing space for target intergeneration group, aiming to encourage children to discover, explore and stimulate their curiosity. We hope to strengthen the role of adults and elderly as mentors and guides in children’s lives and therefore provide an opportunity for interaction between generations through Dandelion Dream. The interaction of the design will conduct from micro to macro level, aims to have the blending design from small group of family to the whole community, providing a feasible but creative, flexible, sustainable solution to prosperous garden.

**Design Concept**

Design and create a theme-based planting area that connects the community and promotes interaction.

**What's the time, Mr. Wolf?**

狐狸先生幾多點

**1.** Dandelion symbolizes long lasting youthful joy and inheriting next generation.

**2.** The design approach aims to create interactive playing space for target intergeneration group, aiming to encourage children to discover, explore and stimulate their curiosity.

**3.** The forms and layout of planter maximizes circulation of flow throughout the site, by estimated size of different user groups bypassing different set, entrance and destination.

**Design Consideration**

**1.** Too much sun/shade exposure

**2.** User group conflict & safety issues

**3.** Residents support keeping the open place

**4.** Design rolling support and green line treatment